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A B S T R A C T   

Mercury (Hg) stable isotope analysis has become a powerful tool to identify Hg sources and to understand its 
biogeochemical processes. However, it is challenging to link the observed Hg isotope fractionation to its global 
cycling. Here, we integrate source Hg isotope signatures and process-based Hg isotope fractionation into a three- 
dimensional isotope model based on the GEOS-Chem model platform. Our simulated isotope compositions of 
total gaseous Hg (TGM) are broadly comparable with available observations across global regions. The isotope 
compositions of global TGM, potentially distinguishable over different regions, are caused by the atmospheric 
mixture of anthropogenic, natural, and re-emitted Hg sources, superimposed with competing processes, notably 
gaseous Hg(0) dry deposition and Hg redox transformations. We find that Hg(0) dry deposition has a great 
impact on the isotope compositions of global TGM and drives the seasonal variation of δ202Hg in forest-covered 
regions. The atmospheric photo-reduction of Hg(II) dominates over Hg(0) oxidation in driving the global Δ199Hg 
(and Δ201Hg) distribution patterns in TGM. We suggest that the magnitude of isotope fractionation associated 
with atmospheric aqueous-phase Hg(II) reduction is likely close to aquatic Hg(II) reduction. Our model provides 
a vital tool for coupling the global atmospheric Hg cycle and its isotope fractionation at various scales and 
advances our understanding of atmospheric Hg transfer and transformation mechanisms.   

1. Introduction 

Mercury (Hg) in the atmosphere derives from both natural processes 
(e.g., direct emission from volcanic eruption and re-emission from ocean 
evasion, 6500–8200 Mg yr− 1) and anthropogenic activities (e.g., coal 
burning and gold mining, 1900–2900 Mg yr− 1) (Driscoll et al., 2013; 
Selin et al., 2008). Atmospheric Hg is mainly in the form of gaseous 
elemental Hg(0) with varying proportions as gaseous reactive Hg(II)g 
and particle-bound Hg(II)P [sum of Hg(II)] (Streets et al., 2017; Zhang 
et al., 2015; Saiz-Lopez et al., 2020). The Hg redox chemistry has un-
dergone a rapid development in recent years (e.g., Saiz-Lopez et al., 
2020; Shah et al., 2021; Horowitz et al., 2017; Ariya et al., 2004). The 
Hg(0) can reside in the air for several months, allowing for global 
transport (Zhang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2020b; Selin et al., 2007), while it 
can also be oxidized to Hg(II) by halogen atoms (e.g., Br and Cl). The Hg 
(II) is water-soluble and can be efficiently removed from the air by wet 
and dry deposition (Gencarelli et al., 2017; Pacyna et al., 2016; Hor-
owitz et al., 2017; Saiz-Lopez et al., 2018). Together with Hg(0) dry 
deposition, these processes are the major sinks of atmospheric Hg. The 

deposited Hg can be partly reduced and released back to the atmosphere 
from the earth’s surface, comprising a complex global biogeochemical 
Hg cycle. Meanwhile, terrestrial and aquatic Hg(II) can be transformed 
into methylmercury, a neurotoxicant that is readily bioaccumulated and 
biomagnified within food webs (Sun et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020). 

Mercury has seven stable isotopes (196, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, and 
204amu.), which undergo mass-dependent fractionation (MDF; reported 
as δ202Hg) and mass-independent fractionation (MIF; reported as ΔxxxHg 
where xxx is 199, 200, 201, or 204) (Blum and Bergquist, 2007). The 
MDF is ubiquitous in nearly all physical, chemical, and biological pro-
cesses (Blum et al., 2014), while large odd mass number isotope MIF 
(odd-MIF: Δ199Hg and Δ201Hg) predominantly takes place in abiotic and 
photochemical Hg transformations (Zheng and Hintelmann, 2010; Blum 
and Bergquist, 2007; Blum et al., 2014; Sherman et al., 2010). The even 
mass number isotope MIF (even-MIF: Δ200Hg and Δ204Hg) that is mainly 
observed in atmospheric samples is suspected to be triggered by 
photochemical reactions of Hg in the upper atmosphere (Chen et al., 
2012; Blum and Johnson, 2017). 

The multidimensional fractionation system of Hg isotopes has been 
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widely used for the evaluation of atmospheric Hg sources and biogeo-
chemical processes. Typically, end-member mixing models are used to 
assess atmospheric Hg sources, considering that the anthropogenic, re- 
emitted, and natural Hg sources are potentially distinguishable in 
their Hg isotope compositions (Kwon et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2021b; 
Sherman et al., 2010). For example, seasonal isotope variation of total 
gaseous Hg [TGM≡Hg(0) + Hg(II)g] in the western Antarctic is affected 
by the inland wind and sea-ice dynamics in austral winter and summer, 
respectively (Yu et al., 2021). Hg(0) isotope composition in the Pyrenees 
is thought to be a mixture of European anthropogenic emissions and 
Atlantic Ocean re-emissions (Fu et al., 2016). Atmospheric Hg in a 
coastal urban-industrial region (Florida, USA) is discerned as a combi-
nation of local anthropogenic emissions, marine-influenced sources, and 
continental sources (Demers et al., 2015). 

While mixing models are useful, they assume simple mass conser-
vation in a steady-state with little consideration of the changes of 
isotope fractionation of Hg from sources to receptors. Laboratory and 
observational studies have proved that atmospheric processes can 
reshape the atmospheric Hg isotope compositions, such as Hg(0) 
oxidation by halogen atoms (Sun et al., 2016a) and Hg(0) uptake by 
vegetation (Zhou et al., 2021; Demers et al., 2013). Numerical simula-
tions of Hg isotopes provide an efficient tool to interpret observations 
with detailed source isotope signatures and isotope fractionation dy-
namics. In previous studies, Sonke (2011) integrated Hg odd-MIF in a 
fully-coupled box model and revealed the multiplicity of photochemical 
odd-MIF in aerosol, soil, snow, and vegetation surface. Later, Sun et al. 
(2019) expanded this Hg isotope box model by implementing source Hg 
isotope signatures and all three Hg isotope fractionation (i.e., MDF, 
odd-MIF, and even-MIF) pathways, aiming to reproduce Hg isotope 
distribution in Earth surface reservoirs. Although these box model 
studies could simulate global Hg isotope distribution, the box models are 
based on highly simplified physical-chemical frameworks without ac-
counting for the spatial heterogeneity of the source Hg emissions and 
biogeochemical processes determining Hg transport and transformation. 

In this study, spatially-resolved atmospheric source Hg isotope sig-
natures and isotopic fractionation processes are integrated into a state- 
of-the-art Euler-based three-dimensional atmospheric transport model 
(GEOS-Chem) (Zhang et al., 2016; Horowitz et al., 2017; Holmes et al., 
2010). The objectives of this study are threefold: i) to develop a 
three-dimensional atmospheric model that simulates the fractionation of 
individual Hg isotopes; ii) to simulate the distribution of Hg isotope 
compositions in the global atmosphere and its connection with source 
mixture and underlying physiochemical processes; and iii) to examine if 
Hg isotope observations in the atmosphere can be reproduced using 
current knowledge on the atmospheric Hg cycle and Hg isotope frac-
tionation. We also discuss the implications of our results on Hg cycling 
and potentially the health effects (Zhang et al., 2021). 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Model description 

The GEOS-Chem model (Version 12.5.0) is used for the simulation of 
atmospheric Hg stable isotopes. In the model, atmosphere transport is 
driven by GEOS-FP assimilated meteorological data from the NASA 
Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO). The simulation is 
conducted with 4◦latitudes × 5◦longitudes horizontal resolution and 47 
vertical layers extending to the mesosphere. The model uses a scheme 
for Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) mixing following Lin and McElroy 
(2010). Dry deposition of Hg is applied to Hg(0), Hg(II)g, and Hg(II)P 
above both land and ocean surfaces, which includes Hg(II)g deposition 
by sea salt aerosols uptake throughout the marine boundary layer (MBL) 
(Zhang et al., 2019; Holmes et al., 2009). Dry deposition velocity in the 
model is calculated based on the resistance-in-series scheme, which 
depends on the land type and leaf area index (LAI) (Wesely, 1989; Jacob 
et al., 1992; Jacob and Wofsy, 1990). Wet deposition is applied to Hg 

(II)g and Hg(II)P, but not to Hg(0) because of its low Henry’s Law con-
stant. The simulation of wet deposition includes rainout and washout 
from large-scale and convective precipitation (Amos et al., 2013; Hor-
owitz et al., 2017). 

The Hg(0)/Hg(II)g redox chemistry follows Horowitz et al. (2017), 
which suggests that atomic bromine (Br) of the marine organobromine 
origin is the main atmospheric Hg(0) oxidant and that second-stage 
oxidation of HgBr is mainly by NO2 and HO2 radicals. The formed Hg 
(II)g can be absorbed by aerosols to form Hg(II)P, and the partitioning 
coefficient is temperature dependent, following Amos et al. (2012). The 
monthly mean concentrations of these oxidants and aerosol mass are 
taken from previously archived GEOS-Chem simulations (Schmidt et al., 
2016). We consider all seven stable Hg isotopes: 196Hg, 198Hg, 199Hg, 
200Hg, 201Hg, 202Hg, and 204Hg for Hg(0), Hg(II)g, and Hg(II)P, which 
results in a total of 21 advected tracers. We conduct a 3-y simulation for 
2014–2016. The first 2 years are used for initialization, and the third 
year is used for result analysis. 

2.2. Isotope notation 

We use δxxxHg notations to express the simulated and measured Hg 
isotope compositions of atmospheric Hg species. These notations are 
defined as the isotope ratio difference between simulated or measured 
atmospheric Hg species and the NIST-3133 standard in a unit of permil 
(‰):  

δxxxHg (‰) = [(xxx/198Hg/xxx/198HgNIST3133) − 1] × 1000                     (1) 

MIF is calculated as below:  

Δ199Hg = δ199Hg − δ202Hg × 0.252                                                  (2)  

Δ200Hg = δ200Hg − δ202Hg × 0.502                                                  (3)  

Δ201Hg = δ201Hg − δ202Hg × 0.752                                                  (4)  

Δ204Hg = δ204Hg − δ202Hg × 1.493                                                  (5) 

The xxx/198HgNIST3133 in Eq (1) is treated as a constant, calculated 
using the relative Hg atomic abundances in NIST-3133 standard (Blum 
and Bergquist, 2007; Blum, 2012), namely 196Hg = 0.155%, 198Hg =
10.04%, 199Hg = 16.94%, 200Hg = 23.14%, 201Hg = 13.17%, 202Hg =
29.73%, and 204Hg = 6.83%. 

2.3. Isotope chemistry 

Biogeochemical transfer and transformation of Hg in the model are 
assumed to be accompanied by the kinetic Hg isotope fractionation 
where individual isotopes have slightly different rate coefficients. We 
compile all the Hg chemical reactions into the Kinetic Pre-Processor 
(KPP) that has been customized for the GEOS-Chem model. The rate 
coefficients (kxxx for 196Hg, 198Hg, 199Hg, 200Hg, 201Hg, 202Hg, 204Hg) 
are derived from the experimental or modeled fractionation factors 
(αxxxHg, product/reactant) in various processes. The 198Hg is taken as 
the reference isotope, and the kxxx values of other isotopes are calculated 
as the product of the reference isotope rate coefficient and fractionation 
factors (αxxxHg, defined as the ratio of xxx/198Hg for the product over 
reactant):  

kxxx = k198 × αxxxHg                                                                       (6) 

The reported αxxxHg values obey the MDF kinetic law for MDF pro-
cesses (Young et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2016a; Yang and 
Liu, 2015):  

ln(αxxxHg) = βxxx × ln(α202Hg)                                                        (7) 

where β is the scaling factor and is defined as below according to the 
transition state theory:  
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βxxx = ln(m198/mxxx)/ln(m198/m202)                                                     (8) 

where m is the mass of each isotope. We take β values as − 0.507, 0.252, 
0.502, 0.752, and 1.493 for 196Hg, 199Hg, 200Hg, 201Hg, 202Hg, and 
204Hg, respectively, following Blum and Bergquist. (2007). 

The total αxxxHgTOT values can be deconvoluted as the product of the 
α values of MDF and MIF:  

αxxxHgTOT = αxxxHgMDF × αxxxHgodd-MIF, for 199Hg and 201Hg              (9)  

αxxxHgTOT = αxxxHgMDF × αxxxHgeven-MIF, for 200Hg and 204Hg           (10) 

The atmospheric kinetic isotope fractionation processes contained in 
the model are Hg(0) oxidation by Cl (α202 MDFHg = 0.99941, α199 
MIFHg = 0.99963, α200 MIFHg = 1.00006) (Sun et al., 2016a) and Br 
(α202 MDFHg = 0.99915, α199 MIFHg = 0.99976) (Sun et al., 2019; 
Sun et al., 2016a), as well as photo-reduction of Hg(II) (α202 MDFHg =
0.99894, α199 MIFHg = 0.99783) (Sun et al., 2019). A recent study 
(Shah et al., 2021) has presented a new chemistry mechanism that 
contains Hg oxidation by O3/OH, gas-phase photoreduction of Hg(I) and 
Hg(II), etc. However, kinetic isotope effects are still unknown for these 
processes. Our model is thus considered as a “bulk” one for the isotope 
fractionation during redox chemistry, and the results are relatively 
robust as we simulate comparable gross flux of redox transformation 
with Shah et al. (2021). (Fig. 1, specific details are in the SI Text). The 
model also contained isotope fractionation during Hg(0) dry deposition, 
which is applied to Hg(0) dry deposition on land. Vegetation uptake of 
Hg(0), which is the dominant dry deposition pathway over the terres-
trial surface (Jiskra et al., 2018), causes a significant MDF with an 
estimated enrichment factor (ε202Hg) varying from − 1‰ to − 4‰ (Jiskra 
et al., 2019; Enrico et al., 2016; Demers et al., 2013). The εxxxHg is 
defined in relation to αxxxHg as follows:  

ln(αxxxHg) = εxxxHg(‰) / 1000                                                       (11) 

Snowpack uptake of Hg(0) can also induce a similar MDF as vege-
tation uptake, which is probably related to oxidation by halogens in the 
snow (Douglas and Blum, 2019). We assume a median value of ε202 
MDF = − 3‰ for Hg(0) dry deposition to all land surfaces. The Hg 
deposited to land can be re-emitted to the atmosphere with reported 
ε199Hg values ranging from 0.2‰ (vegetation effect) (Yuan et al., 2019; 
Hintelmann and Zheng, 2011) to 1.0‰ (terrestrial environment) (Zheng 
and Hintelmann, 2010; Sun et al., 2019), which contributes a relatively 
positive Δ199Hg to Hg(0) in the air (Demers et al., 2013; Zheng and 
Hintelmann, 2010; Sherman et al., 2010). In addition, Henry’s Law 

constants for different isotopes are applied for Hg(II) wet deposition 
based on Δm/m2 values for equilibrium MDF (Koster van Groos et al., 
2014; Schauble, 2007). The fractionation factors are assumed to be 
constant due to the lack of experimental data, but all the redox chem-
istry rates are temperature-dependent following Horowitz et al. (2017), 
which allows isotope fractionation indirectly linked to temperature. 

2.4. Isotope emissions 

We use the EDGARv4.tox2 inventory for anthropogenic Hg emissions 
in the GEOS-Chem model (Muntean et al., 2018). This inventory has a 
global emission of 1800 tons Hg in 2010, and we scale this budget to 
2100 tons according to the WHET inventory (Zhang et al., 2016). The 
EDGARv4. tox2 is based on IEA (2014) energy statistics, which include 
Hg released from various sectors and regions with a high resolution of 
0.1◦ × 0.1◦. Eleven sectors are included in the inventory, with the largest 
contribution from power generation (780 Mg y− 1), followed by artisanal 
and small-scale gold mining (ASGM, 665 Mg y− 1), cement production 
(180 Mg y− 1), non-ferrous industry (80 Mg y− 1), and others (480 Mg 
y− 1) (Muntean et al., 2018). Due to the scarcity of reported Hg isotope 
data for these sectors, we group these sectors into six categories, each 
with distinct isotope emissions (Table A2). Three different forms of Hg 
are distinguished, namely Hg(0), Hg(II)g, and Hg(II)P. Natural emissions 
include biomass burning (240 Mg y− 1) and geogenic emissions (200 Mg 
y− 1) (Zhang et al., 2016). Re-emissions from the ocean (3900 Mg y− 1), 
soil (690 Mg y− 1), and snow (90 Mg y− 1) are taken from recent modeling 
results (Zhang et al., 2016). 

The isotopic compositions of different anthropogenic emission 
sources are synthesized in Sun et al. (2016b) and the total emissions are 
displayed in Fig. 2 (Fig. A1 for each sector). We assume that all Hg 
species emitted from anthropogenic source sectors conserve the Hg 
isotope compositions of their corresponding source materials following 
Sun et al. (2016b). One exception is the coal combustion sector. We 
adopt a shift of +1.1‰, +0.05‰, and − 0.50‰ for δ202Hg of the emitted 
Hg(0), Hg(II)g, and Hg(II)P, respectively, relative to the feed coal 
following Sun et al. (2014). Emissions from coal combustion and 
non-ferrous metal sectors are specified with distinct Hg isotope com-
positions in different regions because of the large Hg isotope variations 
across worldwide coal deposits and metal-ores (Fig. A1) (Sun et al., 
2016b). The Hg isotope signatures from Chinese cement production 
sectors are extrapolated to the globe as China is the leading emitter for 
this sector (Fig. A1) (Li et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2016b). The intentional 
Hg use sectors (e.g., ASGM, Chlor-alkali industry, Hg cell technology, 
solid waste incineration, and agricultural waste burning) use liquid Hg 
for amalgamation reaction, then all the liquid Hg will volatilize to air 
through high-temperature heating. Thus, these emissions are estimated 
to conserve the isotopic composition of liquid Hg (Fig. A1) (Sun et al., 
2016b). All the Δ200Hg values emitted from anthropogenic sources are 
set to zero (Sun et al., 2016b). 

The isotopic compositions of natural emissions are compiled from 
available observations, as shown in Table 1. Ocean emission has the 
largest flux with the δ202Hg of − 0.21 ± 0.39‰, Δ199Hg of − 0.25 ±
0.09‰, and Δ200Hg of − 0.11 ± 0.04‰. Soil emission has the second flux 
with a negative δ202Hg of − 1.90 ± 1.04‰ and a positive Δ199Hg of 0.71 
± 0.94‰. Other emissions (e.g., biomass burning, geogenic emission) 
have relatively lower fluxes that exert an insignificant impact on the 
isotope composition of global TGM. The specific information about 
selecting these sources is interpreted in SI text, and the model utilizes the 
mean values. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Model evaluation 

Fig. 3 shows the simulated annual mean TGM concentrations in the 
surface air as the sum of all the seven isotope concentrations. We 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of different processes and associated fractionation 
factors (product/reactant). The α202HgMDF for first-stage oxidation by Br is cited 
from Sun et al. (2019), which is a model evaluation, and the rest of α202HgMDF 
and αxxxHgMIF in oxidation are cited from Sun et al. (2016a) (details in SI). 
Fractionation factors for aqueous Hg photo-reduction are synthesized in Sun 
et al. (2019), and we utilized the average values. Factors for Hg(0) dry depo-
sition through vegetation are cited from the median level of reported studies 
(Jiskra et al., 2019; Enrico et al., 2016; Demers et al., 2013). The αxxxHgTOT are 
listed in Table A1. 
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compare the simulated results to the measured TGM data from litera-
tures for 2009–2018, which contain 76 sites on both land and ocean 
surface. The modeled data (1.40 ± 0.49 ng m− 3, n = 76) agrees well 

with the observations (1.65 ± 0.67 ng m− 3, n = 76), with a spatial 
correlation coefficient of 0.54. The model successfully reproduces the 
global patterns of observed TGM, showing higher concentrations in the 

Fig. 2. Isotopic compositions of Hg as released from all the anthropogenic emissions.  

Table 1 
Isotope composition of Hg end-members emitted from natural and re-emission sources.  

Sources δ202Hg (‰) SD △199Hg (‰) SD △200Hg (‰) SD References 

Soil (690 Mg y− 1) − 1.90 1.04 0.71 0.94 0.10 0.00 (Fu et al., 2021b; Sun et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2018; Sonke, 2011) 
Snow (90 Mg y− 1) 0.74 0.13 − 0.53 0.09 − 0.07 0.02 Jiskra et al. (2019) 
Ocean (3900 Mg y− 1) − 0.21 0.39 − 0.25 0.09 − 0.11 0.04 (Fu et al., 2018; Rolison et al., 2013) 
Geogenic (200 Mg y− 1) − 0.76 0.22 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.05 Sun et al. (2016b) 
Biomass burning (240 Mg y− 1) 1.39 1.59 − 0.21 0.02 − 0.11 0.00 (Kurz et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2018) 

Note: The △201Hg was calculated from △199Hg/△201Hg ~1.2, due to the absent data in references (1.2 was assumed from natural samples that plot within analytical 
uncertainty of the bounding △199Hg/△201Hg ratios of 1.00 and 1.36) (Blum et al., 2014). All the △204Hg was calculated from △200Hg/△204Hg = − 0.5 (Blum and 
Johnson, 2017). 

Fig. 3. Global distribution of total gaseous mercury (TGM) concentrations in surface air in units of ng m− 3 (Background color: model results for 2016; Circles: 
observations during 2009–2018). Observations are annual mean compiled from Zhang et al. (2016) and Kwon et al. (2020), and those from Jiskra et al. (2019), Yu 
et al. (2020), Kurz et al. (2020), Nguyen et al. (2021), Fu et al. (2021b) and Yu et al. (2021). 
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North Hemisphere (NH, 0.57–3.26 ng m− 3) than in the Southern 
Hemisphere (SH, 0.51–2.01 ng m− 3), and the highest concentrations in 
East Asia (0.98–3.26 ng m− 3). The model also captures well the high 
TGM sites in East Asia, Europe, and North America (Fig. 3). The modeled 
mean global TGM is comparable with the results simulated by Selin et al. 
(2007) (1.63 ± 0.10 ng m− 3) and Horowitz et al. (2017) (1.44 ± 0.25 ng 
m− 3). This indicates the reliable performance of our Hg isotope model. 

3.2. Hg isotope compositions of simulated and observed TGM 

We compute the isotope compositions (δ202Hg, Δ199Hg, Δ200Hg, and 
Δ201Hg) of the simulated TGM (Fig. 4). The simulated MDF (δ202Hg) is 
generally positive with a global range from − 0.39‰ to 0.90‰ (min to 

max, the same hereinafter) and higher at the poles (0.60 ± 0.15‰) than 
in other regions (0.29 ± 0.09‰). Regions with higher primary anthro-
pogenic emissions are simulated to have lower δ202Hg values [e.g., East 
Asia (0.18 ± 0.12‰)] than regions with lower anthropogenic emissions 
(e.g., ~0.60‰ in Wisconsin forest of the U.S.) on land. Lower δ202Hg 
values in Central Africa and South America are affected by the ASGM 
emission, which is the dominant Hg source in these areas (Muntean 
et al., 2018) and is characterized by negative δ202Hg values (Fig. A1) 
(Sun et al., 2016b). The distribution pattern can also reflect the 
perturbation of atmospheric δ202Hg by redox chemistry processes. 
Ocean re-emission is known to be the dominant Hg source for the SH due 
to the large ocean surface area (Horowitz et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020b; 
Bieser et al., 2020; Huang and Zhang, 2021). In the model, 

Fig. 4. Global distribution of the simulated annual 
mean of (a) δ202Hg, (b) Δ199Hg, and (c) Δ200Hg, of 
TGM in ground surface air. The observational data 
are from references (Xu et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2016; 
Fu et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2013; Rolison et al., 2013; 
Demers et al., 2013; Sherman et al., 2010; Gratz et al., 
2010; Zheng et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2021; Nguyen 
et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2021b; Yu et al., 2020; Kurz 
et al., 2020; Jiskra et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2019; Obrist 
et al., 2017; Si et al., 2020; Demers et al., 2015).   
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ocean-emitted Hg(0) has a negative δ202Hg (− 0.21‰) (Table 1), 
whereas the δ202Hg values above the NH sea surface all display positive 
values, which are mainly driven by the Hg(0) oxidation that enriches 
heavy isotopes in the reactant Hg(0) (Sun et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2016a). 

We also synthesize available observations for δ202Hg in the surface 
air in recent years (Fig. 4a). The observations generally remain sparse 
and mainly clustered in overpopulated NH regions (e.g., East Asia and 
North America) but not over the open oceans. Observed δ202Hg of sur-
face TGM exhibits negative values in regions with high anthropogenic 
emissions, such as East Asia (− 0.57 ± 0.38‰) (Fu et al., 2021b), and 
more negative values in Hg mining (− 2.15 ± 0.09‰) (Yin et al., 2013). 
TGM in forest areas generally shows positive δ202Hg values (Fu et al., 
2018; Yu et al., 2016; Enrico et al., 2016). In addition, observations in 
both the Arctic and the Antarctic all display positive δ202Hg values in 
TGM (Jiskra et al., 2019; Douglas and Blum, 2019; Yu et al., 2021; Obrist 
et al., 2017). Our modeled δ202Hg values are generally comparable to 
global distribution patterns of observed δ202Hg (Fig. 4a). However, the 
modeled δ202Hg values (0.06 ± 0.09‰) are higher than observations 
(− 0.57 ± 0.38‰, n = 10) in Chinese urban areas, and are lower than 
observations in vegetation-covered areas of China and North America (e. 
g., 0.47 ± 0.20‰ at Mount Bachelor) (Kurz et al., 2020). 

We speculate that the discrepancy between modeled and observed 
δ202Hg suggests that the dry deposition process in the model cannot 
capture the vegetation-uptake isotope effect well in some areas. Vege-
tation uptake plays a key role in the global Hg cycle (Wang et al., 2020; 
Wang et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2021; Jiskra et al., 2018), which pumps 
approximately 1310–1570 Mg of Hg(0) from the atmosphere per year 
(Zhou et al., 2021), accounting for 60–70% of anthropogenic emissions 
at present-day. Due to the strong preference for light isotope uptake, 
very high MDF has been reported during the vegetation-air exchange 
(Obrist et al., 2017; Demers et al., 2013; Demers et al., 2015). In the 
model, dry deposition velocity depends on LAI and the same isotope 
fractionation (ε202/198

MDF =− 3‰) representing the vegetation uptake 
mechanism is applied to all the Hg(0) dry deposition on land (Fig. 1). 
The coarse resolution of the model cannot resolve the fine model grids 
with mixed urban and forest land types. Thus, the simulated δ202Hg 
values of TGM in urban areas are higher than observations. The 
underestimated δ202Hg at forest-covered sites (e.g., Camp Davis, USA) 
might be caused by the underestimation of vegetation uptake enrich-
ment factors (ε202/198

MDF plant-air), which are quite variable between − 1‰ 
and − 4‰ (Jiskra et al., 2019; Enrico et al., 2016; Demers et al., 2013). In 
addition, the underestimation of Hg(0) loading in the global forest as 
suggested by recent studies might be an alternative cause for this un-
derestimation of δ202Hg in TGM (Zhou et al., 2021; Obrist et al., 2021), 
which merits further examination in our future studies. 

The model simulates higher odd-MIF (Δ199Hg) values over land 
surface (− 0.21 ± 0.06‰) than over the ocean (− 0.27 ± 0.02‰) 
(Fig. 4b). Higher values (~0‰) are also modeled for regions with higher 
anthropogenic emissions (e.g., East Asia). This pattern largely reflects 
that of emissions: oceanic re-emissions typically have more negative 
Δ199Hg (− 0.41‰ to − 0.03‰) (Rolison et al., 2013), anthropogenic 
sources are characterized by near-zero Δ199Hg, the land re-emissions 
have less negative but more variable Δ199Hg (− 0.32‰–0.71‰) 
(Table 1). The observed odd-MIF values are higher (~0‰) over regions 
with higher anthropogenic emissions, while the coastal (e.g., Grand Bay, 
− 0.25‰ of Δ199Hg) and mountain areas (e.g., Ailao, − 0.10‰ of 
Δ199Hg) all display negative values. The modeled global means of 
Δ199Hg (− 0.14 ± 0.08‰) and Δ201Hg (− 0.12 ± 0.07‰) are generally 
comparable with the observations (Δ199Hg: − 0.12 ± 0.09‰; Δ201Hg: 
− 0.11 ± 0.08‰) with R2 values of 0.55 (n = 32) and 0.36 (n = 29), 
respectively. The model also simulates odd-MIF values (Δ199Hg: − 0.10 
± 0.06‰, Δ201Hg: − 0.08 ± 0.06‰) consistent with observations in 
China, where the most measurements are available (Δ199Hg: − 0.08 ±
0.06‰, Δ201Hg: − 0.08 ± 0.05‰, n = 19). Comparable odd-MIF 
(Δ199Hg: − 0.21 ± 0.02‰, Δ201Hg: − 0.17 ± 0.02‰) are also 

simulated in North America relative to observations (Δ199Hg: − 0.18 ±
0.12‰, Δ201Hg: − 0.15 ± 0.09‰, n = 6). 

The modeled even-MIF (Δ200Hg) in TGM (Fig. 4c) has higher values 
over land (− 0.05 ± 0.02‰) than ocean (− 0.07 ± 0.01‰), and higher 
values in NH (− 0.05 ± 0.01‰) than in SH (− 0.08 ± 0.01‰). Observed 
Δ200Hg displays higher values in East Asia than in North America, and 
the lowest values in polar regions. The simulated Δ200Hg (− 0.03 ±
0.02‰) is well correlated with global observation (− 0.04 ± 0.03‰, R2 

= 0.47, n = 32), but is slightly overestimated over North America. The 
simulated pattern is mainly a consequence of the source mixture because 
only the Cl-oxidation has a minuscule fractionation factor (1.00006) for 
even-MIF in our model. 

3.3. Polar regions 

The polar regions have a unique atmospheric Hg chemistry charac-
terized by Hg depletion events and active exchange of air with snow/ice 
(Ariya et al., 2004; Schroeder et al., 1998). Our model simulates positive 
δ202Hg (0.72 ± 0.01‰, n = 3), negative Δ199Hg (− 0.24 ± 0.01‰, n =
3), and negative Δ200Hg (− 0.05 ± 0.00‰, n = 3) in the Arctic (>60◦N), 
almost consistent with limited observations (δ202Hg: 0.45 ± 0.30‰, 
Δ199Hg: − 0.21 ± 0.03‰, Δ200Hg: − 0.06 ± 0.00‰, n = 3) (Fig. 4). This 
positive δ202Hg first reflects a mixture of snow (0.74‰) and ocean 
emissions (− 0.21‰), and both sources have negative Δ199Hg (− 0.53‰ 
to − 0.25‰) values (Table 1) (Jiskra et al., 2019; Sherman et al., 2010). 
More important, Hg(0) dry deposition to tundra and snowpack plays a 
key role in positively shifting air δ202Hg values (Douglas and Blum, 
2019; Obrist et al., 2017), because these processes are accompanied by a 
large enrichment factor (ε202/198

MDF =− 4.22 ± 1.01‰) (Jiskra et al., 2019; 
Douglas and Blum, 2019). 

The Antarctic(>60◦S) has a distinct Hg cycle from the Arctic with 
less vegetation and lower temperature, which may affect the Hg(0) sink, 
the redox chemistry, and eventually the Hg isotope fractionation (Yu 
et al., 2021; Li et al., 2020a). The modeled Hg composition in the Ant-
arctic has positive δ202Hg (0.54‰–0.90‰), negative Δ199Hg (− 0.28‰ 
to − 0.21‰) and Δ200Hg (− 0.09‰ to − 0.08‰). A recent study at the 
Antarctic Great Wall Station (GWS) (Yu et al., 2021) showed δ202Hg 
range from 0.10‰ to 0.84‰ (mean: 0.57 ± 0.20‰), Δ199Hg of − 0.52‰ 
to − 0.18‰ (mean: − 0.29 ± 0.10‰), and Δ200Hg of − 0.13‰ to − 0.05‰ 
(mean: − 0.07 ± 0.02‰). In comparison, our simulation has both com-
parable MDF and MIF values at this site (δ202Hg:0.31‰, Δ199Hg: 
− 0.26‰, Δ200Hg: − 0.09‰) (Fig. 4a, b, and c). 

3.4. Zonal distribution 

Our model also predicts the Hg isotope values in the free troposphere 
(Fig. 5). We find the modeled spatial distribution of the zonal mean 
isotope values largely reflects the spatial patterns of Hg emissions and its 
redox chemistry. For δ202Hg and Δ200Hg, a latitudinal gradient is 
modeled near the ground surface (Fig. 5a and c) and the gradient de-
creases as altitude increases due to air mixing. However, we note the 
modeled Δ200Hg has a narrow range and is close to the detection limit of 
isotope measurement. The δ202Hg has a relatively lower zone in the 
upper tropic troposphere, where Hg(II) concentrations are high and Hg 
redox is the strongest (Horowitz et al., 2017). By contrast, both Δ199Hg 
(Fig. 5b) and Δ201Hg (Fig. 5d) have distinct patterns with higher values 
over the equatorial troposphere (15◦S to 15◦N) (Δ199Hg: − 0.24 ±
0.02‰, Δ201Hg: − 0.23 ± 0.02‰), which are related to the redox 
chemistry as discussed below. There is a general scarcity of isotope data 
in the free troposphere. Fu et al. (2016) measured the isotope compo-
sition of gaseous mercury in the free troposphere of the Pic du Midi 
(43.06◦ N, 2860 m), with the δ202Hg of − 0.34 ± 0.10‰, Δ199Hg of 
− 0.22 ± 0.06‰, Δ200Hg of − 0.08 ± 0.05‰, and Δ201Hg of − 0.20 ±
0.05‰. Our model agrees well with the observed MDF and odd-MIF, but 
not with the even-MIF. This is likely because the used even-MIF scheme 
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in the model is not representative. 
The Δ200Hg pattern overall is a consequence of the source mixture 

due to the minuscule fractionation of even-MIF in the model (Fig. 1) 
(Sun et al., 2016a). Lower Δ200Hg values in SH are affected by the ocean 
emission that is − 0.11‰ in the model (Table 1), while the NH emissions 
have higher Δ200Hg values due to lower ocean emissions (Fig. A1, 
Table 1). The δ202Hg and odd-MIF patterns, however, reflect the 
competition between oxidation and reduction processes, and to a less 
extent, reflect the influence of gas-particle partitioning and wet removal 

processes in the atmosphere. We find that the odd-MIF of TGM is 
anti-correlated with the Hg(II) mixing ratio (Fig. A2a), which is largely 
influenced by the distribution of Br and BrO (Fig. A2b and S2c). The Hg 
(0) oxidation process causes a positive δ202Hg and odd-MIF in the 
remaining Hg(0), but the magnitude of this fractionation is much 
smaller than the Hg(II) reduction process, which causes a negative 
δ202Hg and odd-MIF in Hg(0) (Fig. A3a) and positive odd-MIF in Hg(II)g 
and Hg(II)p (Fig. A3b) (Yuan et al., 2019; Zheng and Hintelmann, 2010, 
2009). Besides, redox chemistry has comparable oxidation rates and 

Fig. 5. The zonal mean of TGM isotope composition in the atmosphere.  

Fig. 6. Annual temporal variation in Hg isotope composition of TGM. Observations are cited from (a) Nguyen et al. (2021), (b) Fu et al. (2019), (c) Fu et al. (2016), 
and (d) Yu et al. (2021). 
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reduction rates in the upper atmosphere (Fig. A3c, A3d). Considering the 
mass conservation of total Hg [TGM + Hg(II)p], the enriched 202Hg and 
odd-Hg in Hg(II)p thus imply a depletion of 202Hg and odd-Hg in TGM 
(Fig. A3c). The wet removal of Hg(II) also reinforces the decrease of 
these Hg isotopes in TGM. 

3.5. Seasonal variability 

Fig. 6 shows the simulated seasonal variations of δ202Hg, Δ199Hg, 
and Δ200Hg for TGM, compared against observations at two sites in 
China, one site in France, and one site in the Antarctic. The simulated 
δ202Hg (− 0.4‰–1.1‰) has much larger variability than Δ199Hg (− 0.4‰ 
to − 0.1‰) and Δ200Hg (− 0.1‰–0.0‰) at all these four sites. The 
modeled δ202Hg at Mt. Lulin (Fig. 6a) and Mt. Changbai (Fig. 6b) are 
both consistent with observations (Nguyen et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2019), 
with the maximum values from May to October. The observed vari-
abilities of δ202Hg in Mt. Lulin and Mt. Changbai are attributed to 
vegetation uptake, as the measured δ202Hg is highly correlated with 
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Nguyen et al., 2021; Fu 
et al., 2019), which indicates intense vegetation activities during boreal 
summer. In our model, we also find a significant correlation between the 
seasonal δ202Hg and LAI at these two sites (Fig. A4), which confirms that 
our model can capture the vegetation uptake effect and the global 
vegetation may have a significant impact on the atmospheric δ202Hg. 
The simulated δ202Hg is a little higher at the Pyrenees (Fig. 6c) and 
lower at the GWS (Fig. 6d). The observed δ202Hg at the Pyrenees 
resulted from the mixing of European anthropogenic emissions (lower) 
and the North Atlantic Ocean (higher) (Fu et al., 2016). Whereas, the 
observed δ202Hg at the GWS is dominated by the inland katabatic wind 
in the austral winter and by sea-ice dynamics in the austral summer (Yu 
et al., 2021). We speculated that the disparities in our model may be 
caused by two factors. The first factor is the coarse model resolution that 
biases high toward the contribution of ocean-sourced Hg. The second 
factor is the uncertainties of the isotope composition of ocean emission 
and the fractionation in redox chemistry. 

The simulated Δ199Hg are close to the observations at four sites, both 
in the magnitude and seasonal trends. The variabilities of Δ199Hg in Mt. 
Lulin and GWS are relatively small, resulting from the mixture of 

continental and marine air masses (Yu et al., 2021; Nguyen et al., 2021). 
Δ199Hg in Mt. Changbai is related to the intense vegetation photosyn-
thetic activity in the sunniest season (Fu et al., 2019). Overall, the 
agreement with these observations indicates that our model can simu-
late these processes and their seasonal variability reasonably well. 

3.6. Budgets of isotopes 

Fig. 7 shows the modeled Hg budgets in the global atmosphere with 
their isotope signatures. The modeled global atmospheric Hg mass is 
3700 Mg, including ~3500 Mg of Hg(0) and ~200 Mg of Hg(II). The 
total oxidation rate from Hg(0) to Hg(II) is ~13000 Mg with a total 
reduction rate of ~7500 Mg. The lifetime of global TGM against depo-
sition is 5.0 months, Hg(0) against oxidation is 3.2 months, and Hg(II) 
against reduction is 11 days. These results are consistent with previous 
studies (Horowitz et al., 2017). We also calculate the lifetime of each 
isotope relative to 198Hg (Fig. A5). We find that 199Hg(II) and 201Hg(II) 
have a relatively longer lifetime against reduction, which leads to the 
enrichment of these two isotopes in Hg(II). This also shortens the TGM 
lifetime of these two isotopes against deposition due to the faster 
removal of Hg(II) than Hg(0). 

The global Hg(0) pool has δ202Hg of 0.36‰, Δ199Hg of − 0.30‰, and 
Δ200Hg of − 0.06‰, while the Hg(II) pool shows lower δ202Hg of 0.05‰, 
positive Δ199Hg of 0.37‰, and identical Δ200Hg of − 0.06‰. The 
modeled Hg(0) are isotopically comparable to global observations 
(δ202Hg: − 0.08 ± 0.51‰; Δ199Hg: − 0.12 ± 0.09‰; Δ200Hg: − 0.03 ±
0.03‰) in TGM [dominated by Hg(0)], and the MIF also consistent with 
the simulated results of Sun et al. (2019) using a box model (Δ199Hg: 
− 0.11‰; Δ200Hg: − 0.04‰). We find that the atmospheric δ202Hg(0) is 
much higher than the total emissions (− 0.53‰), which is mainly caused 
by the Hg(0) deposition and oxidation processes, leading to strong 
enrichment of heavier isotopes in Hg(0). The δ202Hg of Hg(II) should be 
transformed from the MDF due to oxidation (− 0.41‰), but a strong 
MDF associated with photo-reduction (− 0.69‰) has shifted the Hg(II) 
pool to a heavier δ202Hg of 0.05‰. For Δ199Hg(0), the magnitude 
associated with oxidation (− 0.55‰) is much smaller than reduction 
(− 1.04‰). We thus suggest that atmospheric Hg(II) reduction domi-
nates Δ199Hg in both Hg(0) and Hg(II) pool, which shifts the Hg(0) pool 

Fig. 7. Global Atmospheric Hg budgets and Hg isotope compositions. The arrows represent transformation fluxes of Hg and their isotope compositions. The MDF, 
odd-MIF, and even-MIF are represented by δ202Hg, Δ199Hg, and Δ200Hg respectively. The grey-colored arrows and numbers represent emissions to the atmosphere, 
and the purple ones for atmospheric Hg deposition to land and ocean. 
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to a more negative value (− 0.30‰) than the source emission (− 0.11‰) 
and shifts the Hg(II) pool to a more positive Δ199Hg (0.37‰). Further-
more, Hg(II) deposition on land has higher δ202Hg (− 0.06‰) and 
Δ199Hg (0.38‰) than to the ocean (δ202Hg: − 0.14‰, Δ199Hg: − 0.02‰) 
due to higher photo-reduction rates of atmospheric Hg(II) (Fig. A6a) and 
higher oxidation rates (Fig. A6b) on land. The Δ200Hg in Hg (II) pool 
(− 0.06‰) does not reproduce the observed Δ200Hg (~0.17‰) in rainfall 
(Sun et al., 2019), because the model only uses a small fractionation 
factor of 0.06‰ during Cl-oxidation, which merits further examination 
in our future studies. 

3.7. Relationships among isotope values 

The isotope compositions of simulated surface TGM (each model grid 
as an individual dot) are plotted in Fig. 8a, as compared to the primary 
emissions and re-emissions (circle and triangle), and observations 
(square). Overall, the TGM data for simulations and the observations 
occupy similar ranges in the Δ199Hg-δ202Hg plot, and our model results 
fall within the uncertainty range of observations on a global scale. 
Simulated data in the NH are more dispersed, caused by the diverse 
sources, whereas the data for SH are relatively concentrated, mainly 
impacted by ocean emissions. 

The regression slope of Δ199Hg-Δ201Hg plots for TGM provides 
further information for atmospheric Hg redox processes (Fig. 8b) (Yu 
et al., 2021; Kurz et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2021a; Yuan et al., 2020; Yu 

et al., 2020). The fitted slope of the simulated data is 1.02, consistent 
with the global atmospheric Hg observations (1.01), but lower than 1.19 
that is the slope for the sum of primary and re-emitted Hg. The Hg(0) 
oxidation and Hg(II) photo-reduction processes compete in driving this 
slope. Hg(0) oxidation by Br and Cl have a slope of 1.64 and 1.89, 
respectively (Sun et al., 2016a), which drives the slope to a relatively 
high value. In contrast, photo-reduction shifts the slope to a lower value 
(1.00) (Blum et al., 2014). The fact that the modeled slope is closer to the 
photo-reduction slope suggests that the photo-reduction of Hg(II) is the 
main control of the odd-MIF in global TGM, consistent with previous 
studies in surface waters and cloud droplets (Bergquist, 2018). 

3.8. Sensitivity to fractionation factors 

Our model can be used as a diagnostic tool to test the effect of in-
dividual fractionation processes on Hg isotope compositions in the at-
mosphere. The results are also an indicator of the model uncertainty. As 
a demonstration, we evaluate the impacts of isotope fractionation for Hg 
(0) dry deposition to land, Hg(0) oxidation, and Hg(II) photo-reduction, 
which are important processes for atmospheric Hg fractionation but 
their reported enrichment factors (ε) have large uncertainties. The MDF 
enrichment factors for vegetation uptake have been reported to have a 
large interval, from − 1‰ to − 4‰ (Jiskra et al., 2019; Obrist et al., 2017; 
Enrico et al., 2016), while that for Hg(0) oxidation ranges from − 0.85‰ 
to 0.74‰. The isotope enrichment factors of photo-reduction of atmo-
spheric aqueous-phase Hg(II) have not been directly reported yet, but 
they could range from − 1.80‰ to − 0.55‰ for ε202/198

MDF , and from 
− 6.61‰ to 1.02‰ for ε199/198

MIF if they are extrapolated from those of 
experimental aquatic dissolved Hg(II) (Zheng and Hintelmann, 2010; 
Bergquist and Blum, 2007; Zheng and Hintelmann, 2009; Yang and 
Sturgeon, 2009; Rose et al., 2015; Bergquist and Blum, 2009). In 
sensitivity simulations, we perturb these enrichment factors alterna-
tively by a factor of two relative to our default values in the models 
(other parameters are held constant) and then evaluate their impact on 
Hg isotope distribution. 

Fig. 9 shows the shifted values after the factor of two increases of 
enrichment factors (the results with a factor of two decreases are shown 
in Fig. A7). In general, we find that increasing ε202/198

MDF values of Br 
oxidation and Hg(0) dry deposition (to land) enriches more heavy iso-
topes in Hg(0), shifting the δ202Hg in TGM toward positive values. In 
contrast, increasing the fractionation factors of Hg(II) reduction would 
shift the δ202Hg in TGM toward negative values. The shifted values by 
dry deposition and Br oxidation are all substantial, indicating that the 
currently observed isotope compositions of TGM can well constrain the 
δ202Hg fractionation magnitude of these processes. This alternatively 
supports the fitted enrichment factor (ε202/198

MDF =− 0.85‰) of Sun et al. 
(2019) is more representative of our model that treats the net redox 
chemistry effect. Increasing ε202/198

MDF for Hg(0) dry deposition to land also 
induces an increase of δ202Hg, with a higher increase over land (+0.79 

± 0.21‰) than over the ocean (+0.62 ± 0.22‰). The underestimation 
of δ202Hg by our model at some forest sites thus may result from an 
underestimate of the enrichment factor of vegetation uptake. 

The shift of Δ199Hg by Br oxidation and Hg(0) dry deposition is 
relatively small (Fig. 9). However, the Hg(II) photo-reduction process 
results in the largest shift on Δ199Hg (global mean of − 0.37 ± 0.06‰), 
indicating Δ199Hg in TGM is most sensitive to this process. The enrich-
ment factor of ε199/198

MIF for Hg(II) reduction is set as − 2.17‰ in this study. 
The agreement between the simulated and observed Δ199Hg thus sug-
gests that this is a reasonable assumption for this factor. 

Additionally, we also conduct the same sensitivity simulations for 
the isotope signature of ocean re-emission. Large variations of δ202Hg for 
marine-sourced Hg(0) are suggested in previous studies (− 3.88‰– 
0.77‰) (Fu et al., 2016; Jiskra et al., 2015; Rolison et al., 2013; Fu et al., 

Fig. 8. Isotopic compositions of global surface TGM and in the model. (a) 
Δ199Hg vs. δ202Hg, with the dots representing simulation in NH and SH, the 
circles representing natural and re-emission sources, the triangles representing 
anthropogenic sources, and the squares representing the observations. (b) The 
slopes of Δ199Hg vs. Δ201Hg. The Br/Cl oxidations are cited from Sun et al. 
(2016a), and photo-reduction of Hg(II) is cited from Blum et al. (2014). 
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2018), and we assume it to be − 0.21‰ in the model. The model reveals a 
significant impact of ocean re-emission on δ202Hg of global TGM. The 
δ202Hg is shifted by − 0.96 ± 0.25‰ (i.e., a factor of two increase) if the 
re-emission is set to − 0.42‰ (Fig. 9), and is shifted by +0.47 ± 0.12‰ 
(i.e., a factor of two decrease) if the re-emission is set to − 0.11‰ 
(Fig. A7). We therefore call for more studies to constrain the Hg isotope 
composition of ocean emission, which is critical for our understanding of 
its global impact on the δ202Hg of TGM. The Δ199Hg in TGM is influ-
enced to a limited extent (− 0.15 ± 0.03‰) by ocean re-emissions when 
compared with Hg(II) reduction (− 0.37 ± 0.06‰). The ocean 
re-emission can slightly shift the Δ200Hg in TGM (− 0.06 ± 0.01‰) 
because a Δ200Hg of − 0.11‰ (Table 1) is used for this source. While a 
recent study (Jiskra et al., 2021) has reported a slightly positive (0.02‰) 
ocean Δ200Hg, it merits further evaluation. 

4. Conclusions 

We develop a 3-D atmospheric Hg isotope model based on the GEOS- 
Chem model platform. By integrating with source emissions and process- 
based fractionations, the model simulates the Hg isotope compositions 
in the global atmosphere, which generally agrees with available obser-
vations. The global distribution pattern of modeled Hg isotope compo-
sition in TGM is largely impacted by source emissions and redox 
chemistry. In general, TGM over the ocean is characterized by lower 
Δ199Hg than that over land. Anthropogenic emission and soil re- 
emission mainly impact the populated regions, where the δ202Hg and 
Δ199Hg tend to have negative and near-zero values, respectively. TGM in 
polar regions is isotopically impacted by Hg(0) dry deposition and 
snowpack re-emission. Atmospheric processes can reshape the atmo-
spheric Hg isotope composition. The δ202Hg in global TGM is mostly 
impacted by Hg(0) uptake by vegetation, and the Δ199Hg is mostly 
impacted by photo-reduction of atmospheric Hg(II). 

Our ability to simulate the isotope compositions in global TGM is 
limited by existing scientific knowledge and data. There is still signifi-
cant uncertainty in the current mechanistic model, such as the atmo-
spheric Hg redox chemistry, Hg(0) uptake by vegetation, and land/ 
ocean re-emissions (e.g., Obrist et al., 2021; Jiskra et al., 2021). The 
missing isotope fractionation information of chemical and physical 
processes adds another layer of uncertainty. We therefore call for more 
studies on these issues. Our model can be treated as a demonstration of 
the potential of the 3D model in interpolating atmospheric isotope 
measurements. It is a test-bed that can bring together the observations 
and fractionation mechanisms and test whether the observations can be 
reproduced by the known theories. 
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